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Mechanical Strain Tailoring via Magnetic Field Assisted 3D
Printing of Iron Particles Embedded Polymer
Nanocomposites

Pantea Afshari, Maryna Pavlyuk, Cristian Lira, Kali-Babu Katnam, Mahdi Bodaghi,
and Hamed Yazdani Nezhad*

The development of efficient, energy-saving, and automated manufacturing of
free-form variable-thickness polymer composite components has created a
step-change and enabled technology for the composites industry seeking
geometry tailoring during a mould-less and/or additive manufacturing such
as that in 3D printing. The current article presents research on magnetic field
assisted 3D printing of iron particles-embedded thermoplastic polylactic acid,
during a fused deposition method based 3D printing. The magnets are
symmetrically fixed on both sides of the printed nanocomposite. The setup
utilised Neodymium magnets with a constant strength below one Tesla.
Observations have shown that the nanocomposites being printed undergo
permanent macro-scale deformations due to the extrinsic strains induced by
the iron particles’ magnetisation. To provide a theoretical understanding of
the induced strains, a Multiphysics constitutive equation has been developed.
The evolution of magnetisation within a relatively thick nanocomposite (5 mm
thickness) has been studied. A correlation has been established between the
extrinsic strains from the experimental data and the theoretical solution. The
theory exhibits an accurate description of the field-induced strains provided
that real-time temperatures for the printed layers are accounted for. The
results demonstrate a viable and disruptive magnetic field-equipped
fabrication with ability for permanent geometry control during a process.
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1. Introduction

The advancement of efficient, energy-
saving, environmentally friendly, and
automated manufacturing of free-form,
variable-thickness polymer composite
components has brought about a sig-
nificant breakthrough and empowering
technology for the composites industry.
This technology allows for customized
shaping of geometries during the process
of mould-less and/or additive manufac-
turing, as seen in 3D printing[1–3] and
automated tow placement (ATP).[4,5] More-
over, aiming for sustainable manufacturing
including 3D printing requires a thorough
understanding and quantification of the
existing state-of-the-art in order to sug-
gest modifications for achieving optimal
cost, energy consumption, and quality. As
addressed in Ref. [[6]], design for a viable
sustainable 3D printing technology such
as fused filament fabrication must also
account for CO2 emission and flexibility.
Moreover, multi-material plastic wastes and
functional materials are ideal candidates to
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Figure 1. Single row magnet on the left and Halbach array on the right.

promote sustainability even further beyond the status quo for
remanufacturing and reuse in multifunctional composites.[1,7–9]

Despite having several advantages, such as improved design flex-
ibility, reduced production time, and lower costs, there are sig-
nificant challenges associated with achieving the desired geo-
metric features in mould-less composite manufacturing. These
challenges primarily arise from the manipulation of process pa-
rameters. They include issues related to surface finish, the ma-
terial’s deformation caused by its viscoelastic response to man-
ufacturing parameters, ensuring structural integrity during the
laying-up process (such as 3D printing), and maintaining qual-
ity control. The absence of a mould poses difficulties in attain-
ing consistent shape and size for the final product. On the other
hand, the implementation of remote energy fields (electromag-
netic and magnetic) has been introduced to tune polarization in
field-responsive materials. These materials can be either dielec-
tric/ferroelectric or magnetic/diamagnetic or a combination. The
induced polarization energy can then be converted into strain en-
ergy, allowing for micromechanical tuning.[10–15]

With sophisticated and controlled tuning, as well as a well-
established correlation analysis of field deformation, remote field
exposure can emerge as a promising option for free-form fabri-
cation of multi-material systems, such as magnetic nanocompos-
ites. For instance, electromagnetic fields (e.g., microwaves) have
already been commercialized for manufacturing polymer com-
posites at various scales.[16] However, they come with significant
health and safety considerations and may interfere with the qual-
ity of electrically conductive systems such as carbon fibers due to
arcing. On the other hand, magnetic fields are easier to control,
and within a wide range of strengths, they do not cause arcing
in systems containing conductive materials. However, their vari-
ation may generate an electromotive force that initiates an elec-
tron chain reaction, resulting in induced electric currents. Both
fields face limitations in terms of penetrating materials deeply,
restricting these technologies to surface-based processing in rel-
atively thick and large structures. To overcome this, a responsive
material such as ferroelectric or magnetic would be necessary for
the processing.

The present article reports on a disruptive approach that
aims to introduce magnetic field-assisted additive manufactur-
ing. This method involves incorporating controllable geometric
features into a fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printing
process. The goal is to evaluate the use of relatively low mag-
netic fields (<1T) in inducing unidirectional deformation during
the fabrication of iron particle-embedded polymer nanocompos-

ites with basic geometry. Apart from FDM, material extrusion,
material jetting, and vat photopolymerization are also commonly
employed methods for 3D printing magneto-active composites,
regardless of whether the fillers are hard magnets or not. It is
important to note that these printing processes can be further
divided into various subcategories. In the conducted research,
permanent magnets were arranged in a single row and direc-
tionally aligned to create a magnetic field of equal strength on
all sides. This is distinct from the Halbach Array arrangement,
where the magnetic fields accumulate to nullify the resultant field
away from the arrangement (see Figure 1).

In the present study, filaments containing iron particles were
utilized for FDM printing. Iron is renowned for its ferromag-
netism, which characterizes materials displaying permanent
magnetization and the potential for a continuous magnetic mo-
ment, even in the absence of an external field. Each iron atom
consists of four unpaired electrons, referred to as magnetization
electrons, resulting in the behavior of each iron atom as a mag-
netic dipole. Figure 2a illustrates individual polygons represent-
ing distinct domains exhibiting magnetic dipole characteristics.
Unlike atomic distances, domains significantly exceed in size,
ranging from 1 to 100 microns, as observed in this particular re-
search. The iron particles contain randomly oriented domains,
hence lacking net magnetization. However, upon application of
a magnetic field, the magnetic domains align themselves with the
direction of the field, as depicted in Figure 2b. Ideally, iron sus-
tains its alignment even after the removal of the magnetic field
(Figure 2c).[17]

Magnetic materials find extensive use in various applications,
including their incorporation in biomedical devices, such as 3D
origami structures. Origami involves the transformation of a
flat sheet into a 3D construction through predetermined fold-
ing, effectively harnessing its inherent shape-morphing poten-
tial. These structures exhibit intricate folding capabilities and a
remarkable ability to regain their original shape, showcasing su-
perior programmability and shape-morphing properties. When
coupled with stimuli-responsive characteristics, these structures
hold great promise in the development of functional and self-
regulating systems, thereby paving the way for the creation of
magneto-active soft mechanisms.[18–24] Harnessing the potential
of magneto-responsive materials also presents new opportuni-
ties for the creation of intelligent biomaterials that can generate
distinctive mechanical or biological signals to regulate cellular
mechanobiology. Hydrogels prove to be an excellent choice for
biomedical applications, including tissue engineering, as they
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Figure 2. a) Domains in the iron section before the magnetic field was applied. b) Domains in the iron section while the magnetic field is applied and
c) domains in the iron section after the magnetic field was removed.

can be employed in the 3D bioprinting of cells. By serving as a
medium for embedding magnetic particles, hydrogels enable re-
versible shape-morphing behavior. Furthermore, the utilization
of magnetic particles in conjunction with magnetic actuation in-
troduces novel possibilities for the remote control of cellular ac-
tivity.

The current article attempts to answer the research questions
that whether it is viable to utilize remote magnetic fields to tai-
lor geometric features during a magnetic polymer manufactur-
ing process such as 3D printing, and is the response of the mate-
rial under process parameters (herein temperature and speed) is
sufficiently sensitive to low magnetic fields for the viability pur-
pose. To do so, a novel magnetic-equipped 3D printing rig has
been designed and setup to apply static magnetic field’s force line
on the magnetic layers being printed (Section 2). Theoretical con-
stitutive expressions have been developed (Section 3) for under-
pinning the magnetization of magnetic particle-embedded poly-
mer during FDM-based 3D printing when subjected to remote
magnetic fields. A novel constitutive equation has been derived to
interconnect such micromechanical Multiphysics phenomenon
(i.e., strain energy to magnetic polarization). Furthermore, The
geometric changes induced by the magnetic field during the pro-
cess have been evaluated and compared with the theoretical cal-
culations (Sections 4 and 5). The knowledge developed in this re-
search for realization and quantification of in situ geometry and
strain energy introduction via magnetic fields would provide ge-
ometric tailoring remotely and mould-lessly.

2. Experimental Section

The magnetic filament materials utilized in this research are iron
particle-embedded PLA filament (nominal 1.75 mm diameter),
supplied by Amolen. Neodymium magnets of 10 mm diameter,
with a magnetic field strengths of maximum 0.3T, were embed-
ded over a thin metal sheet which was fixed to the printing bed
prior to the printing process. Such a sheet was used to ensure
setting up the magnets at the close proximity of the nanocom-
posite when it was printing. The schematic of the magnetic field
equipped FDM 3D printing setup is illustrated in Figure 3 where
an effective space has been identified for the application of the
unidirectional field. Therefore, the nanocomposite printed over

Figure 3. FDM-3D printing process with magnets embedded on either
side of the printing bed, illustrating effectively oriented field and non-
oriented volumes.

the limit enforced by the height of the magnets (≈3 mm) was only
magnetized and exhibited deformation.

A MakerBot Replicator 2 printer was utilized to print a basic
geometry form the iron particle- embedded PLA filament, with
the dimensions provided in Figure 4. Two strips of metallic plate
were used to fix the magnets on the printing bed with the mag-
nets (labeled as N and S). The final arrangement for the magnets
is seen in Figure 4b, which consisted of two rows magnets on ei-
ther side. The magnets were placed at the vicinity of the printing
area.

The filaments had a nominal diameter of 1.75 mm and were
stored in designated containers to prevent exposure to moisture
or contamination. A computer-aided design (CAD) was created
for a basic specimen with dimensions of 5×10×40 mm3, utiliz-
ing 100% infill for all tests. To accommodate the magnets, which
were ≈3 mm in height, ≈40% of the block’s height was allocated
as support. This resulted in printing a 3 mm height prior to secur-
ing the magnets on the bed. Release film tape was applied to the
bed to facilitate easy separation of the specimens after printing.
During the experimental trial phases, various printer settings
were tested to achieve high-quality printing with optimal preci-
sion. The final printer settings can be found in Table 1. Several
trial stages were conducted to ensure optimal quality of the fila-
ment process, via adjusting both nozzle and platform (bed) tem-
peratures, while maintaining the speeds. Initial examinations
were conducted using higher temperatures however it was found
that 220 and 40 °C provide consistent printing and minimal void
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Figure 4. a) Printing set-up. b) Arrangement of the permanent magnets.

Table 1. Main printing phase parameters.

Setting parameter Value

Extruder temperature 220 ○C

Platform temperature 40 ○C

Travel speed 30 mm s−1

z-axis travel speed 23 mm s−1

Minimum layer duration 5.0 s

creation for such filament. The printing duration for each speci-
men was ≈14 min.

Once each stage of the printing process was finished, the vi-
sual characteristics of each sample, such as layer separation and
porosity, were thoroughly examined for quality. This qualitative
analysis was carried out using a VHX Keyence Digital Micro-
scope equipped with VH-Z20R and VH-Z500R lenses, providing
magnification ranging from X20 to X200 and X500 to X5000, re-
spectively. To assess the distribution and dispersion of iron par-
ticles throughout the specimen volume, an X-ray computed to-
mography scan was performed. This scanning procedure, aimed
at quantifying the morphological features, took place at the Henry
Royce Institute in Manchester, UK.

3. Theoretical Development of In Situ Magnetic
Field Induced Deformation during 3D Printing

This section develops a theoretical constitutive equation under-
pinning deformation during a magnetic assisted layer-by-layer
3D printing of magnetic particles embedded polymer which is
subjected to relatively low (< 1T) static magnetic fields, in situ
during the printing.

3.1. Magnetization in Ferromagnetic Particle Embedded Polymer
Nanocomposite

Assuming a nanocomposite comprising micron-sized iron parti-
cles uniformly distributed in a spherical shape (with a diameter

denoted as d) and embedded within a polymer matrix at a vol-
ume fraction represented by Vi in percentage, the sample, con-
sisting of this multi-material system, is 3D-printed with a thick-
ness indicated as t in millimeters. When subjected to an applied
magnetic field denoted as B in milli-Tesla (mT), resulting from
Neodymium magnets positioned with opposite poles on either
side of the thickness t, the magnetic field is measured at a dis-
tance of t/2 from the specimen’s center. It is assumed that this
measurement of the magnetic field, obtained at half the thick-
ness of the specimen, experiences a change represented by Δ in
percentage, which arises due to the divergence of the magnetic
field lines. To analyze the response to an external magnetic field,
the governing equation is considered as follows[25,26]:

B = 𝜇0 (H + M) (1)

where 𝜇0 is the free-space magnetic permeability, H the external
magnetic field, M the magnetic moment, and B the magnetic in-
duction. Since the field inside the material is not uniform and
is assumed to be reduced linearly by Δ% at a distance of z from
the magnetically exposed surface, we can assume that the field
follows a linear gradient:

H (z) = H
(

1 − 2z
t
Δ
)

(2)

where z is the normal distance from the exposed surface (0 ≤ z
≤ t). At z = 0 → H(z) = H, and at z = t → H(z) = H(1 −
2Δ/100).

To calculate the magnetic moment of a single iron particle,
magnetic susceptibility is utilized herein:

Mparticle = 𝜒particle H (z) (3)

where 𝜒particle is the magnetic susceptibility of the particle. Sub-
stituting Equation (2) in (3) for a given particle at distance z from
the magnetically exposed surface:

M (z) = 𝜒particle H
(

1 − 2z
t
Δ
)

(4)
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Figure 5. Single inclusion problem in elasticity.[27]

At z = 0, M describes the magnetization at the particles at
the exposed surface while with the increasing z, the magnitude
of M decreases linearly with the reduction rate of Δ%. Note that
the expression in Equation (4) has been derived based on the as-
sumption that the iron particles are uniformly distributed in the
polymer matrix. In actual samples, the distribution of the parti-
cles and the magnetic field inside the material can be unevenly
distributed (as also observed during optical microscopy and X-ray
scanning in this research), and a more detailed model may be re-
quired to accurately describe the magnetization of the nanocom-
posite material.

3.2. Theoretical Derivation of Micromechanics in Ferromagnetic
Particle Embedded Polymer Nanocomposite

In this section, first, a brief overview of the concept of the Eshelby
tensor for isotropic materials in elasticity is presented, and then
its application to the mean-field homogenization techniques for
investigating the effective properties of multi-phase composites
comprising of particles embedded polymer will be discussed.

The single inclusion problem, proposed by J.D. Eshelby, is de-
picted in Figure 5. The inclusion is deformed by the eigenstrain
of 𝜖* in a stress-free condition and then inserted to the hole while
is subjected to the traction, T, to maintain its original shape. After
releasing the traction, the inclusion expands according to a con-
strained strain of 𝜖c due to the interaction with the matrix. The
constrained strain is related to the eigenstrain as used in Ref.
[[27]]:

𝜀c
ij = Sijkl 𝜀

∗
kl (5)

where Sijkl is referred to as Eshelby tensor. This tensor for a spher-
ical inclusion in an isotropic matrix can be derived as:

Sijkl =
(5𝜈 − 1)

15 (1 − 𝜈)
𝛿ij𝛿kl +

(4 − 5𝜈)
15 (1 − 𝜈)

(
𝛿ik𝛿jl + 𝛿il𝛿jk

)
(6)

where 𝜈 is the poison’s ratio and 𝛿 is the Kronecker’s delta.

While in the definition of a single inclusion problem both the
inclusion and the matrix have identical elastic constants, the sin-
gle inhomogeneity problem refers to an embedded inhomogene-
ity with a different property than the matrix, a technique so-called
mean-field homogenization. For this case, the aforementioned
Eshelby inclusion problem can be utilized in equivalent form
to consider the difference of elastic properties between inhomo-
geneity and the matrix.[28]

In the case of a particle-embedded polymer with multiple in-
homogeneities, the Mori–Tanaka model, one of the mean-field
homogenization techniques, is utilized to consider the interac-
tions between the reinforcements. Previous studies have shown
that this model can be valid for relatively low volume fractions
of the inhomogeneities (< 20%), making it applicable to our spe-
cific scenario.[29] The effective elastic properties (described as ten-
sor Xeff) of the nanocomposite, obtained via utilizing the Mori–
Tanaka model, is given by:

Xeff =
(
Vp Xp + ViXiT

) (
VpI + ViT

)−1
(7)

where X can be stiffness or compliance tensors, I is the identity
tensor, Vp and Vi are the volume fractions of the polymer matrix
and inhomogeneity (iron particles), respectively (i.e., Vp + Vi =
1), and T is given by:

T =
[
I + S X−1

p

(
Xi − Xp

)]−1
(8)

where S is the Eshelby tensor and is calculated via Equation (6).

3.3. Magnetic Field-Induced Localized Extrinsic Strains in
Ferromagnetic Particle Embedded Polymer Nanocomposite

To obtain an expression for localized extrinsic strain, we make the
assumption that spherical functional particles (specifically iron)
are uniformly and rigidly distributed within a cubic polymer ma-
trix. One surface of the matrix is exposed to a magnetic field de-
noted as H. Let’s assume an arbitrary particle is located at a dis-
tance z from the exposed surface. When this particle is converted
into a magnetic dipole, it affects the surrounding matrix, result-
ing in an extrinsic strain–stress field. In reality, the mechanical
and magnetic behaviors of a ferromagnetic material are intercon-
nected, which necessitates the derivation of nonlinear constitu-
tive equations. These equations, in turn, complicate theoretical
evaluations when scaling up to account for dimensions larger
than the particle size, such as that in our case. Therefore, nu-
merical analysis becomes necessary. To simplify this nonlinear
problem, our research proposes an innovative and effective theo-
retical solution that separates the mechanical and magnetic equa-
tions. Taking into consideration the inherent coupled behavior of
the magnetostrictive material, the stress induced by the magnetic
field on the nanocomposite is estimated by accounting for the
Lorentz force (f) acting on each iron particle, with its maximum
magnitude given by:

f = ||IeL × B (z)|| (9)
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Figure 6. Evolution of deformation induced by magnetic fields during 3D printing with maximum 1.0 and 1.8 mm under two- and three-row magnets,
respectively at 270 and 300 mT

Considering an individual iron particle as a spherical current-
carrying element, Ie in the above equation is obtained as

Ie = M (z) (𝜋d) (10)

By re-arranging Equation (9) to substitute expressions for B(z)
and Ie, the maximum Lorentz force acting on each particle is ob-
tained as:

f = 𝜇0 𝜒particle(𝜋d)2H2
(

1 − 2z
t
Δ
)2 (

1 + 𝜒particle

)
. (11)

According to Section 3.1, It Is assumed that magnetic inten-
sity linearly reduces by penetrating through the composite thick-
ness, resulting in changing the Lorentz force acting on a particle,
through the thickness. Therefore, to investigate the total force ap-
plied through the thickness (z direction), uniform arrangement
of particles in polymer is proposed in this research to find out
the approximate numbers of particles and distance between two
adjacent particles in the z direction. For this purpose, the com-
posite is divided to several identical sub-cells consisting of a parti-
cle and surrounding matrix. The sub-cells have identical volume
fractions across the nanocomposite. Thus, if we assume similar
number of divisions at each direction (labeled as Nx, Ny, Nz), the
dimensions of the sub-cell (dx, dy, dz) will be obtained through the
ratio of the number of divisions to the dimensions of the whole
composite.

Considering the proposed distribution of the iron particles in
the matrix, the total force (ft) in the z direction is obtained by the
accumulation of each individual forces exerted by the particles
(f(n)):

ft =
(
NxNy

) nz∑
n = 1

f (n) (12)

Therefore, the total stress at z direction is obtained from:

𝜎z =
ft
A

(13)

where A is the area of the surface which is exposed to the mag-
netic field.

Considering Equation (7), the effective compliance matrix of
the composite can be calculated. Therefore, strain-induced in

iron-particles embedded polymer subjected to a unidirectional
magnetic field is obtained from:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝜀x
𝜀y

𝜀z
2𝜀xy

2𝜀yz

2𝜀xz

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

=
[
Seq

]
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝜎x
𝜎y

𝜎z
𝜎xy

𝜎yz

𝜎xz

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭

(14)

4. Results and Discussion

The specimens illustrated in Figure 6 were produced as solid
blocks, employing the primary printing configurations specified
in Table 1. Each category consisted of three printed specimens. By
applying a magnetic field comprising two rows (270 mT for every
pair of magnets in each row), which were affixed on both sides
of the specimens, an approximate deformation of 1.0±0.3 mm
in the direction of the magnetic field was induced (the initial
boundaries of the cube are indicated by the dashed line, illus-
trating the printed edges in the absence of a magnetic field). The
deformation observed when a three-row magnetic field was em-
ployed (300 mT for each set of magnets in each row) amounted
to 1.8±0.2 mm.

Optical microscopic observations on the printed blocks
showed non-uniform distribution and dispersion of the iron par-
ticles, with dimensions varied between 5 and 100 microns, shown
typically in Figure 7, where the particles are identified as bright
spots on grey PLA background.

Through optical microscopy of the material after printing, it
has been observed that the application of a magnetic field dur-
ing 3D printing, when the material is heated to ≈200 °C and de-
posited, causes a noticeable deformation toward the direction of
the applied field. This direction appears to be symmetric with re-
spect to the central axis, identified as the dashed line in Figure 8.
The observed deformation arises from the movement of mag-
netized particles within the polymer, which becomes softer at
higher temperatures. This movement primarily generates me-
chanical strains at the interface between the rigid particles and
the polymer, aligning them in the direction of the applied mag-
netic field. These observations were made within the effective
field area depicted in Figure 9, where the field’s lines of force
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Figure 7. Cut-section view of the magnetic nanocomposite.

Figure 8. a) Cut from symmetrically deflected sample, magnification of x30, b) cut from asymmetrically deflected sample, magnification of x30.

showed a relatively high level of alignment. Furthermore, it was
noted that the ferromagnetic particles closer to the magnets ex-
hibited higher levels of magnetization (as shown in Section 3),
resulting in greater deformation compared to those in the central
area, which displayed an approximately neutral magnetic push–
pull state. The expressions developed in Section 3 describe the de-
formation’s evolution based on the distance from a magnetized

surface within a relatively thick material (our specimens). The
subsequent section provides a quantitative analysis of these ex-
pressions.

Further investigation using 3D reconstruction image pro-
cessing on the material using IPSDK (supplied by Reactive’IP)
showed microparticle size (averaged diameter) ranged from 7
to 100 microns, with the majority of particles (≈70%) falling
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Figure 9. Magnified views of the cuts shown in Figure 8 with the preferred orientation taken by the particles inside the PLA matrix, as observed post-
printing in different locations local to the surface close to the magnets a–d) (arrow showing deformation direction toward the magnets).

withing 10micron in diameter (Figure 10). The analysis also
showed a particle distribution of 10.2 Vol.%. The reconstruction
of particles with averaged size of < 5 micron was not conducted
as they were rarely present in the polymer matrix.

5. Theoretical Solution

Based on the explanations given earlier, a particle diameter of 10
microns was selected for the theoretical calculations. A gaussme-
ter, which operates on the principle of the Hall effect, was utilized
to detect and measure the strength of the magnetic field. The
Hall effect principle depends on the observation that charge car-
riers in a conductor can have positive or negative charges, and the
density of these carriers per unit volume of the conductor can be
determined.[30] A voltmeter was connected across the width of the
strip to measure the potential difference between its two edges.
The voltmeter also indicated which edge had a greater potential.

Using this approach, the equilibrium between electric and mag-
netic forces was determined. To be precise, an SDL900 DC Ex-
tech gaussmeter (product EXTESDL90) was employed to gauge
the magnetic field strength in mT through the utilization of the
Hall effect (Figure 11). This was conducted in conjunction with
a field pattern visualizer film.

It is essential to note that the size distribution of magnetic re-
inforcements within the polymer after 3D printing varied from
nanometers to tens of microns. The largest particles reached a
diameter of ≈100 microns though in few numbers observed. The
value of Δ, which signifies the reduction percentage of the mag-
netic field at the central axis of the nanocomposite (at half the
thickness), has been measured empirically.

The material properties utilized in the theoretical calculations
were displayed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

The temperature significantly affects the elastic modulus of
PLA, as demonstrated in Figure 12.[31] Considering the high

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 308, 2300194 2300194 (8 of 12) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 10. Quantification of size and number distribution of iron microparticles using IPSDK.

Figure 11. Magnetic field measurement of the magnets setup on a steel
strip using Extech gaussmeter, a) displaying a field strength of 262.4 mT
and S-pole for two-row magnets.

temperatures involved in the 3D printing process, it is crucial to
take into account the temperature’s impact on PLA properties.
In this study, the temperature was initially assumed to be the av-
erage value between the nozzle and bed temperatures, ≈130 °C.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of the iron particles.

Parameter Value

E (Gpa) 211

𝜈 0.29

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the PLA at 130 °C.

Parameter Value

E (Mpa) 100

𝜈 0.33

However, the actual temperature during the deposition may have
been higher and closer to the nozzle temperature. Figure 12
shows that a mere 5 °C difference beyond the 160 °C threshold re-
sults in a drastic 45-fold reduction in the modulus. For instance,
at 170 °C compared to 165 °C (indicated by arrows in the figure).
We have also incorporated these reductions into our theoretical
calculations.

For the theoretical calculation of magnetic field-induced de-
formation, we assume that all iron particles are spherical with a
diameter of 10 microns. Moreover, the magnetic field at the ef-
fective length of the sample and the reduction percentage (Δ)
was measured to be ≈260 mT and 80%, respectively. Based on
these measurements, we obtained results for the magnetic field-
induced stress, strain, and deformation in the z-direction using
the equations outlined in Section 3. These results are compiled
and presented in Table 4. The field value is highly sensitive to the
distance from the magnets. Although the field at the magnet’s
surface is 260 mT, it can decrease to 60–70 mT within a few mil-
limeters distance and on the sample’s surface, as observed in our
measurements. We have taken this into account in our calcula-
tions. The strains developed due to such a reduction in the field
(to 65 mT) are 10 times smaller than those at 260 mT as calcu-
lated in Table 4.

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 308, 2300194 2300194 (9 of 12) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 12. Temperature dependence of the elastic modulus for neat PLA
and PLAs plasticized with dioctyl phthalate (DOP).[31]

Table 4. Theoretical solution.

Parameter Value

𝜎z(Mpa) 18.50

𝜖z 0.11

uz (mm) < 0.27

When moving from the surface exposed to the magnetic field
toward the central axis, the magnitude of strain decreases on the
local surfaces. This behavior can be attributed to the reduction of
the magnetic field intensity, which occurs as the magnetic field
lines spread out and disperse with increasing distance from the
magnets.

Upon comparing the analytical and experimental results, an
apparent disparity is observed between the outcomes. This differ-
ence can mainly be attributed to the uncertainty surrounding the
temperature of the PLA material throughout the 3D printing pro-
cess. As the composite filament is extruded from the nozzle and
makes contact with the cooler bed, it rapidly loses heat and solidi-
fies within a few seconds. The precise temperature at which solid-
ification occurs can be challenging to measure accurately due to
several factors, including ambient temperature, print speed, and
layer thickness. Additionally, in the proposed model, the mag-
netic field was applied to the printed sample simultaneously with
the printing process, further complicating the temperature mea-
surement.

As mentioned earlier, the temperature was assumed to be
130 °C. However, it is highly probable that the actual temperature
exceeded this value, particularly in the upper layers which are
exposed to the magnetic field. According to Figure 11, Young’s
modulus of PLA is ≈100 MPa at 130 °C. However, beyond 160 °C,
the modulus drops significantly, reaching ≈ 45 MPa at 165 °C and
1 MPa at 170 °C. This demonstrates an ultra-high sensitivity of
mechanical properties to small variations of temperatures, and
hence field-induced deformation. These lower elastic modulus
values result in larger magnetic field-induced deformations, as
shown in Table 5. At ≈170 °C, that is, a closer value to the noz-

Table 5. Magnetic field-induced deformations of iron/epoxy composite at
two deferent temperatures.

Temperature
[°C]

PLA Young modulus
[MPa]

Field-induced
deformation [mm]

165 45.0 0.04

170 1.0 (45 times smaller
than above)

1.30 (33 times larger
than above)

zle temperature, a theoretical deformation value of 1.3 mm is ob-
tained from the theoretical expressions developed in Section 3, In
agreement with that observed in the 3D printed part.

It is evident from the table above that accurately quantifying
the temperature of PLA has a significant impact on our results.
Therefore, it is crucial to develop a method for precisely measur-
ing the temperature of each layer during the 3D printing process.
Additionally, there are several other factors that contribute to the
accuracy of the theoretical expression developed in this research,
including:

• The assumption of spherical iron particles with uniform di-
mensions is not entirely valid. During the multi-material mix-
ing, extrusion, and 3D printing process, the particles can vary
in size and shape, resulting in a non-uniform size distribution.

• Further investigation is needed to validate the assumption of a
linear reduction in the magnetic field as it penetrates through
the thickness.

• The magnetic behavior in magnetostrictive materials is cou-
pled with temperature. Since the experiment is conducted at
high temperatures, the level of magnetization can be affected.

• Solving a boundary value problem considering a coupled
magneto-thermo-viscoelastic constitutive model and bound-
ary conditions of the structure is necessary to accurately de-
termine strain, stress, and magnetic fields in the structure.

• When iron particles are magnetized, they generate internal
magnetic fields that exert forces on the surrounding particles.
However, this aspect has not been investigated in the theoret-
ical derivation. Such phenomena would produce an accumu-
lative magnetization effect on the actual induced strains. As-
suming that the field is uniform in a 2D particle matrix ele-
ment containing a few particles located at distance z from a
magnetized surface, Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induc-
tion can be applied to calculate the electric field generated in-
side one particle due to the magnetic field of the neighboring
particle (e.g., ∇ × E1 = − dB2/dt, where 1 and 2 are the neigh-
boring particles). Similarly, ∇ × E2 = − dB1/dt. Although
the influence of E1 and E2 on the force and strain between
the particles is unclear, the force typically depends on B1, B2,
and the distance between them (d). Therefore, the mechani-
cal stress–strain field induced inside the polymer at a distance
from a particle can be calculated by accounting for such inter-
active fields. This observation also highlights the fact that, de-
spite a unidirectional field application through the thickness
(in the z direction), a triaxial strain field can be induced be-
tween the particles, as illustrated as 𝜖local in Figure 13. In such
cases, the morphological features associated with the parti-
cle distribution and dispersion are expected to significantly af-
fect the accurate estimation of 𝜖local. The authors are currently

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2023, 308, 2300194 2300194 (10 of 12) © 2023 The Authors. Macromolecular Materials and Engineering published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of interactive, accumulative strain field induced by the magnetization of neighboring particles.

investigating this aspect by implementing a multiphysics fi-
nite element analysis approach.

These additional factors need to be thoroughly examined to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the observed differences.

6. Conclusion

Permanent deformation was observed during the 3D printing of
PLA polymers embedded with iron particles, which were sub-
jected to a constant magnetic field in situ. This was achieved by
utilizing relatively low magnetic fields generated by fixing circu-
lar Neodymium magnets in the vicinity of the region where the
nanocomposite was being printed. The observed deformation oc-
curred predominantly in the direction of the theoretical magnetic
force lines, that is, toward the position of the magnets. It is sym-
metrical developed on both sides of the nanocomposite sample.
The primary opportunity created by these observations is the uti-
lization of the magnetic field to tailor the direction and variable
geometry during a 3D printing or magnetic polymer composite
manufacturing process.

A simplified theoretical constitutive equation has been devel-
oped to describe the extrinsic strains and average deformation in-
duced by a magnetic field. This equation considers linear Multi-
physics phenomena that occur through the mechanical and mag-
netic response of the nanocomposite. It has been observed that
the simplified decoupled theory proposed in this paper accurately
describes the strains experienced during the 3D printing process,
provided that precise temperature values for the layers are pro-
vided during printing. The theory also predicts a highly sensitive
field-induced deformation in response to temperature variations.
Further investigations are required to expand the proposed the-
ory to include nonlinear Multiphysics phenomena, as explained
in Section 5, and to incorporate temperature variables and cou-
pling effects. Additionally, real-time sensing of strains, temper-

ature, and magnetic induction at different locations (i.e., thick-
nesses) in the composite during the printing process should be
incorporated through further instrumentation.

In general, tailoring the geometry through magnetic-assisted
3D printing holds potential for future magnetic tooling in com-
posite manufacturing and the development of related technolo-
gies. However, it is important to consider the uncertainties asso-
ciated with the strong dependence of thermomechanical proper-
ties on layer temperature and the decay of magnetic fields in the
future design of magnetic field-assisted composite manufactur-
ing.
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